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[57] ABSTRACT 
A rewritable optical disk has a user recording area in 
which data is stored in a plurality of sectors, and a 
written sector ?ag zone radially separated from the user 
recording area. The written sector ?ag includes a plu 
rality of written sector ?ags, each ?ag corresponding to 
one sector in the user recording area. Each written 
sector ?ag indicates by its setting whether or not infor 
mation data has been written in its corresponding sector 
in the user recording area. The written sector ?ags are 
single bits, and are written using error correction. The 
written sector ?ags are written in sectors in the written 
sector ?ag zone. If a sector is determined to be "no 
good” and cannot be used for writing written sector 
?ags, the written sector ?ags that would be written in 
the “no good” sector are written in the next good sector 
following the “no good” sector. An apparatus for writ 
ing and reading an optical disk with a written sector ?ag 
zone reads the written sector ?ags in the written sector 
?ag zone. A write inhibitor, responsive to the read 
written sector ?ags, inhibits writing in a sector indi 
cated as having data written in it. The apparatus is re 
sponsive to the write inhibitor and writes information 
data on the disk in a sector in which writing is not inhib 
ited. The apparatus then writes the written sector ?ag 
corresponding to the sector to indicate that information 
data has been written in the sector. 

10 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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REWRITABLE OPTICAL DISC 

This is a continuation of co-pending application Ser. 
No. 07/686,024 ?led on Apr. 16, 1991 now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to an optical disk, and 
more particularly preferably relates to a magneto-opti 
cal disk used as a postscript-type optical disk. 
The prior art optical disk includes an optical disk (or 

postscript-type optical disk (WORM disk)) capable of 
writing predetermined information data once only, and 
a rewritable optical disk (or magneto-optical disk (MO 
disk» capable of writing information data over and over 
again. 
The WORM disk and the MO disk have different 

recording and reproducing principles and recording 
medium structures. Hence, a recording and reproducing 
apparatus that is capable of using both types of disk 
must use a recording laser with selectable power opti 
mized for characteristics of each recording medium. 
Such an apparatus must also have a selectable reproduc 
ing equalizer characteristic._ 
WORM disks can use various types of recording 

media recording such as perforated disk, phase change 
disk, alloy type disk, and the like. Hence, to be able to 
record and reproduce any disk, the recording laser 
power and the reproducing equalizer characteristic of 
the recording and reproducing apparatus must be ad 
justed for the particular species of WORM disk used. 
Consequently, the construction of the recording and 
reproducing apparatus is complicated. 
The ability of the WORM disk to write data only 

once is regarded by some as preventing tampering with 
the recorded data. 

In practice, however, when writing information data, 
if a sector, which will be called an N.G. sector, with a 
write/read error is detected in the user recording area, 
a so-called alternation process is carried out. In the 
alternation process, information data that would other 
wise be written in the N.G. sector is written in another 
sector instead of the N.G. sector. Consequently, the 
information data is, in effect, tampered with simply and 
undetectably. Therefore, the WORM disk can be re 
garded as being equivalent to the rewritable MO disk. 

Further in WORM disk, ?ag information and other 
information for indicating whether or not certain sec 
tors of the user recording area are unused or whether or 
not an alternation process has been carried out are writ 
ten in each sector. 

This means that, in a WORM disk, when searching 
for an empty sector by detecting whether or not certain 
sectors of the user recording area are unused, the ?ag 
information in each sector must be read. Also, error 
detection and correction must be applied to the content 
of the sector. The search process consequently requires 
considerable time. 

If a certain sector of the user recording area is deter 
mined to be an N.G. sector, and an alternation process 
is carried out, the flag information read out for deter 
mining whether or not the sector is unused becomes 
uncertain. To restore certainty, the information data in 
the sector must be read out and error detection and 
correction applied. This is also unsatisfactory with re 
spect to the time required for the process and its preci 
sion. 
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2 
To solve such problems in detecting whether or not a 

predetermined sector of the user recording area is un 
used, and thus preventing overwriting a used sector, an 
M0 disk, which is regarded as equivalent to a WORM 
disk may be used as a postscript-type optical disk. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In view of the foregoing, an object of this 
n is to provide an optical disk in which an optical disk 

having a rewritable user data may be used as a post 
script-type optical disk. 
Another object of the invention is to provide an opti 

cal disk which is capable of detecting easily and accu 
rately whether or not each sector of the user recording 
area has been used. 
The foregoing objects and other objects of the inven 

tion have been achieved by providing an optical disk 2 
in which information data is writable to or readable 
from sectors in a user recording area AR U55, and which 
has a written sector ?ag zone WSFZ radially separated 
from the user recording area in which zone there are a 
plurality of written sector ?ags indicating whether or 
not each sector of the user recording area ARUSE has 
been used. 

Also in the optical disk 2, a no-good (N.G.) sector 
SECNG, in the written sector ?ag zone WSFZ is invali 
dated by carrying out an alternation process, and form 
ing the written sector flag zone WSFZ in the sectors 
following the N.G. sector SECNG. 
The written sector ?ag zone WSFZ, in which there 

are a plurality of written sector ?ags indicating whether 
or not each sector of the user recording area ARusghas 
been used, enables easy determination of whether or not 
each sector of the user recording area ARUSE has been 
used. 

Further, an alternation process is carried out on the 
written sector flag zone WSFZ, which detects with 
certainty whether or not each sector of the user record 
ing area ARUSE has been used. 
The nature, principle and utility of the invention will 

become more apparent from the following detailed 
description when read in conjunction with the accom 
panying drawings in which like parts are designated by 
like reference numerals or characters. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the accompanying drawings: 
FIG. 1 is block diagram representing one embodi 

ment of a magneto-optical disk device using an optical 
disk according to the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing the format of 

the optical disk of the embodiment. 
FIG. 2A is an enlargement of the portion marked 2A 

of the optical disk shown in FIG. 2 showing tracks and 
sectors. 
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing the format of 

the optical disk of the embodiment. 
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram showing the format of 

the written sector flag zone; 
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating the alterna 

tion process carried out at the time when the written 
sector ?ag zone is generated. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

Preferred embodiments of this invention will be de 
scribed with reference to the accompanying drawings: 
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In FIG. 1, a reference numeral 1 denotes a magneto 
optical disk device as a whole using a magneto-optical 
disk (MO disk) 2 according to the present invention. 
The magneto-optical disk 2 is rotated by the drive-shaft 
8. Information data in response to write data DTwTfed 
into the disk device 1 together with a write instruction 
from a host computer (not shown), is written on the MO 
disk 2. Information data read out of the MO disk 2 is 
sent to the host computer as read data DTRDin response 
to a read instruction inputted from the host computer. 
When the information data is written on the MO disk 

2, the magneto-optical disk control circuit 3 ?rst writes 
the write instruction and the write data DTWT in a 
memory circuit 4. The magneto'optical disk control 
circuit 3 employs a microcomputer. 
The magneto-optic disk control circuit 3 arranges the 

write data DTwT written in the memory circuit 4 in 
blocks, each block comprising, for example, 1024 bytes 
(or 512 bytes) and adds predetermined additional infor 
mation thereto to form recording information data 
DTREC. The magneto-optical disc control circuit 3 then 
sends the recording information data DTREC to a re 
cording processing circuit 5. 
The recording processing circuit 5 modulates the 

received recording information data DTREC to generate 
a magnetic recording drive signal SMREC and a light 
recording drive signal SLREC, and sends them to a mag 
netic head 6 and a light head 7 respectively. 
The magnetic head 6 applies a recording magnetic 

?eld HR in response to the magnetic recording drive 
signal SMREC to the surface of one side of the MO disk 
2. The light head 7 irradiates the surface of the other 
side of the magnetic-optical disk 2 with a recording 
laser beam LREcin response to the light recording drive 
signal SLREC. Thus, information data according to the 
write data DTwTis written on the MO disk 2. 
When reading information data off the MO disk 2, the 

read instruction is input to the magneto-optical disk 
control circuit 3. The magneto-optical disk control 
circuit 3 drives the light head 7 to emit a light according 
to the read instruction, and a reproducing laser beam 
Lpg illuminates the MO disk 2 at a predetermined posi 
tion. 
As a result, the light head 7 receives re?ected light 

from the MO disk 7, and generates a reproduced signal 
SP5 which it sends to a reproduce processing circuit 9. 
The reproduce processing circuit 9 generates repro 

duced information data DTpg by binary-coding and 
demodulating the reproduced signal SP5, and sends it to 
the magneto-optical disk control circuit 3, which writes 
it in the memory circuit 4. 
The magneto‘optical disk control circuit 3 executes, 

for example, an error detection and correction process 
on the reproduced information data DTpg written in the 
memory circuit 4, blocks it at the same time to form the 
reproduced information data DTRD, and sends it to the 
host computer. 
Thus information data is read off the MO disk 2 in 

response to the read instruction. 
In the preferred embodiment, the MO disk 2 com 

prises a 5-inch disk having a format proposed, for exam 
ple, in ISO/IEC DIS 10089 (International Organization 
for Standardization/Intemational Electrotechnical 
Commission Draft International Standard 10089). 

In this embodiment, the MO disk 2 has a helical re 
cording track in which, as shown in FIG. 2, an inner 
periphery area ARIN is formed in a zone from 27 to 30 
mm radius in the direction r from the center of the disc. 
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4 
The user recording area ARUSE is formed in a zone 
from 30 to 60 m radius from the center. An outer pe 
riphery area AROUT is formed in a zone from 60 to 61 
mm radius from the center. 

In practice, as shown in FIG. 3, a mirror zone R2 is 
formed in an area from 27.00 to 29.00 mm radius, and 
the phase-encoded part (PEP) of the control track zone 
CT Z with low frequency phase-encoded information 
recorded therein is formed in a zone from 29.00 to 29.50 
mm radius in the inner periphery area ARIN. 
The phase-encoded information comprises rotation 

control information for the optical disk, and data relat 
ing to the modulation system, species of the disk and so 
forth, this information being recorded in embossed pits. 
A transition zone T2 is formed in an area from 29.50 

to 29.52 mm radius between the outer periphery of the 
PEP part of the control track zone CT Z, and the inner 
standard formatted part (SFP) of the control track zone 
ICTZ which has standard format information recorded 
therein and is formed in a zone from 29.52 to 29.70 mm 
radius. 
The SFP part of the control track zone CT 2 repeats 

the information in the PEP part of the control track 
zone and additionally includes information relating to 
the medium of the optical disk, and information indicat 
ing the wavelength, power, and pulse width of the re 
cording and reproducing laser beams. This information 
is recorded in embossed pits in the same format as is 
used in the user area ARUSE. 
A zone from 29.70 to 30.00 mm radius on the outer 

periphery of the inner SFP control track zone ICTZ is 
de?ned as the inner manufacturer use zone IMZ. This 
zone comprises the manufacturer test zone MTZ from 
29.80 to 29.90 mm radius located between ?rst and 
second guard bands GB] and GB2 from 29.70 to 29.80 
mm radius and from 29.90 to 30.00 mm radius. 

In the outer periphery area AROUT, a zone from 
60,00 to 60.15 mm radius is de?ned as the outer manu 
facturer use zone OMZ, an outer SFP control track 
zone OCTZ is formed in a zone from 60.15 to 60.50 mm 
radius, and a zone from 60.50 to 61.00 mm radius is used 
as a lead-out zone LOZ. 

Normally, a value “(D01 0000” indicating a WORM 
disk or a value “0010 0000” indicating a rewritable MO 
disk is set as the data indicating the species of the disk 
for 1 byte of PEP information in the PEP part of the 
control track zone CTZ. However, since the MO disk 2 
is used as a postscript-type optical disk in this embodi 
ment, a value “0001 0001", for example, is set. Also, the 
corresponding SFP information in the inner SFP con 
trol track zone ICTZ and in the outer SFP control track 
zone OCT Z is similarly modified and so set. 
The user recording area ARUSE includes 18,751 

tracks, such as the track T1 shown in FIG. 2A, each 1.6 
pm wide. When one sector such as the sector S, also 
shown in FIG. 2A, includes 1,024 bytes (or 512 bytes), 
17 sectors (or 31 sectors) are formed on each track, and 
318,767 sectors (or 581,281 sectors) are formed in the 
user recording area ARUSE. 

In the MO disk 2 of this embodiment, the written 
sector ?ag zone WSFZ, in which there are written 
sector ?ags indicating whether or not sectors of the user 
recording area ARUSE are used (written), is located in 
the second guard band GB2 of the inner manufacturer 
use zone IMZ, as shown in FIG. 3. The written sector 
?ag zone comprises a plurality of l-bit written sector 
flags, such as the written sector flag F, shown in FIG. 4. 
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Where each sector on the disk has 1,024 bytes, and 
there are a total of 318,767 sectors in the user recording 
area AR U55, and hence there are 318,767 written sector 
?ags, 39 sectors (3 tracks) are required for the written 
sector ?ag zone WSFZ, as will be obtained from the 
following equation and FIG. 4: 

(1) 
318767/187 ' 1024 = 38.91 sectors 

= 2.28 tracks 

The written sector ?ag zone occupies from the 0th 
sector of the —3rd track to the 16th sector of the - 1st 
track. 
Where each sector has 512 bytes, there are a total of 

581,281 sectors in the user recording area ARI/5E, the 
written sector ?ag zone occupies 142 sectors (5 tracks), 
as will be obtained from the following equation: 

(2) 
5,8128%? 7 512 = 141.91 sectors 

4.58 tracks 

The written sector ?ag zone occupies from the 0th 
sector of the -—5th track to the 30th sector of the -1st 
track. 

In practice, as shown in FIG. 4, when the written 
sector flag zone WSFZ has 39 sectors (or 142 sectors), 
in each sector, a written sector flag zone identi?er 
ID WSFZ comprising, for example, the hexadecimal 
value (01)}1is written in the 1st byte 0, the sector num 
ber SNO comprising values 0 to 38 (or 141) is written in 
the 2nd byte 1 following the ?rst byte, and the bytes 
from the 3rd byte 2, following the second byte, to the 
l024th byte 1023 (or the 512th byte 511) are used as the 
?ag area FGA. 

Written sector flags, such as the written sector ?ag F, 
indicating whether or not each of the 8 sectors from the 
Nth sector to the (N+7)th sector of the user recording 
area ARUSE are used are set in a value “1” or “O” in 
those bits from the 1st bit 0 (or LSB) to the 8th bit 7 (or 
MSB) of bytes following the second byte in each sector 
of the flag area FGA. 

Additionally, a strong error detection correction 
code is applied to the written sector flag zone WSFZ to 
prevent errors from arising due to drop-outs and the 
like. ‘ 

Further, in the magneto-optical disk device 1 of the 
embodiment, as shown in FIG. 5, the values “1”, “2” 
and “3” are set as the sector number SNO to, for exam 
ple, the 1st sector SECO of the —3rd track TR-3, the 
2nd sector SEC], and the 3rd sector SEC; in that order. 
When a write error is detected on the 3rd sector SEC2, 
the 3rd sector SEC; is subjected to an alternation pro 
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cess as a result of its being a no-good (N.G.) sector ' 

SECNG. 
Because the 3rd sector SEC; is identi?ed as a N6. 

sector SECNG, this sector is ignored as a result of the 
alternation process. Consequently, the value “3” is writ 
ten as the sector number SNO in the 4th sector SEC3 
following the third sector. The rest of the written sector 
?ag zone WSFZ is then provided by means of sectors 
SEC3 to SEC16 in order. 

In practice, when each sector has 1,024 bytes, 3 tracks 
or 51 sectors are reserved for the written sector ?ag 
zone WSFZ, which provides a reserve of 12 sectors in 
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addition to the 39 sectors that are necessary according 
to Eq. (1). ' 
Enough sectors are reserved to accommodate the 2 

bytes per sector required for the Written sector ?ag 
zone identi?er ID WSFZ and the sector number SNO, to 
allow error detection and correction codes to be used, 
and to accommodate any alternation process required. 
When each sector has 512 bytes, 5 tracks or 155 sec 

tors are reserved, which provides 13 extra sectors in 
addition to the 142 sectors that are necessary according 
to Eq. (2). 

Accordingly, enough sectors are reserved, as in the 
case where each sector has 1,024 bytes, and thus the 
alternation process can likewise be carried out when 
necessary. 

In the above-mentioned embodiment, for example, all 
the written sector ?ags of the written sector flag zone 
WSFZ of the MO disk 2 are set to the value “0” at the 
time of shipment. 

In the magneto-optical disk control circuit 3 of the 
optical disk device 1, to write desired information data 
in the user recording area ARUSE of the MO disk 2, the 
contents of the written sector ?ag zone WSFZ are read 
?rst into the memory circuit 4 before the information 
data is written. 

Subsequently, the contents of the written sector flag 
zone WSFZ in the memory circuit 4 are searched to 
detect an empty sector, i.e., a sector having a written 
sector flag with the value “0”, and the desired informa 
tion data is written in the empty sector. 
The magneto-optical disk control circuit 3 then sets 

the written sector ?ag in the written sector flag zone 
WSFZ on the MO disk 2 corresponding to the sector in 
which the information data was written to the value 
L$1”. 

In the magneto-optical disk device 1, the arrange 
ment is such that rewriting or overwriting cannot be 
allowed in a sector that has a written sector flag in the 
written sector flag zone WSFZ set to the value “1”. 
According to the above-mentioned embodiment, an 

optical disk capable of detecting easily whether or not 
each sector of the user recording area ARUSE has been 
used can be realized by referring to the written sector 
flag zone WSFZ, in which there is a plurality of flags 
for indicating whether or not each sector of the user 
recording area ARUSE has been used. 

Further, according to the above-described embodi 
ment, an alternation process is applied to the written 
sector ?ag zone WSFZ, which enables whether or not 
each sector of the user recording area ARUSE has been 
used to be determined with certainty. 

Thus, the written sector ?ag zone WSFZ is provided 
on the MO disk to prevent rewriting and overwriting in 
sectors that are already written, which enhances the 
utility of using the MO disk as a postscript-type optical 
disk. 

In the aforementioned embodiment, the written sec 
tor ?ag zone is formed in a part of the inner periphery 
area of the disk, outside the user recording area. How 
ever, the written sector ?ag zone is not necessarily 
limited to this area and similar results may be obtained 
in the written sector ilag zone is formed at a predeter 
mined position in the user recording area, but radially 
separated from the parts of the user area in which the 
desired user data is stored. 

Further, in the aforementioned embodiment, the de 
scription has referred a 5-inch format MO disk, how 
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ever, a 3-inch format or other types of MO disk may be 
used. 
While there has been described in connection with 

the preferred embodiments of the invention, it will be 
obvious to those skilled in the art that various changes 
and modi?cations may be made therein without depart 
ing from the invention, and it is aimed, therefore, to 
cover in the appended claims all such changes and mod 
i?cations as fall within the true spirit and scope of the 
invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A rewritable optical disk wherein information data 

is writable to and readable from a user recording area, 
the use recording area having a plurality of sectors, the 
disk comprising: 

a written sector ?ag zone, radially separated from the 
user recording area, and 

a plurality of written sector flag means in_ the written 
sector ?ag zone, each written sector flag means 

corresponding to a sector in the user recording area, 
and 

indicating whether information data has been written 
in the sector. 

2. A rewritable optical disk according to claim 1, 
wherein 

the written sector flag means consists of 1 bit, and 
the written sector ?ag zone has a writing capacity of 
more than N bits, N being the total number of 
sectors in the user recording area. 

3. A rewritable optical disk according to claim 2, 
wherein written sector ?ag means are written in the 
written sector flag zone using error correction. 

4. A rewritable optical disk according to claim 1, 
wherein 

the written sector ?ag means in the written sector 
flag zone are written in a plurality of sectors, 

the written sector ?ag zone includes a no-good sector 
and a ?rst good sector following the no-good sec 
tor, and 

the written sector ?ag means not written in the no 
good sector are written in the ?rst good sector. 

5. In combination, a rewritable optical disk and appa 
ratus for writing and reading the optical disk, wherein 

information data is writable to and readable from a 
user recording area of the disk, the user recording 
area having a plurality of sectors, the disc having a 
written sector flag zone, radially separated from 
the user recording area, and a plurality of written 
sector ?ag means each written sector ?ag means 
corresponding to a sector in the user recording 
area, and indicating whether information data has 
been written in the sector, and 

the reading and writing apparatus comprises: 
a reading means for reading the written sector flag 
means in the written sector ?ag zone, 

a write inhibiting means, receiving written sector 
flag data corresponding to the written sector flag 
means read by the reading means, for inhibiting 
writing information data in the sector in the user 
recording area corresponding to a written sector 
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flag means that the written sector flag data indi 
cates as having information data written in it, 

a writing means, responsive to the write inhibiting 
means, for writing information data in a sector in 
the user information area, the sector being a 
sector in which writing is not inhibited, and 

a flag setting means for setting a written sector flag 
means in the written sector flag zone, the written 
sector ?ag means corresponding to the sector in 
the user, recording area in which the writing 
means has written information data. 

6. A rewritable optical disk wherein information data 
is writable to and readable from a user recording area, 
the user recording area having a plurality of sectors, the 
disk comprising: 

a written sector flag zone, radially separated from the 
user recording area, and 

in the written sector ?ag zone, a written sector flag 
means corresponding to each sector in the user 
recording area for indicating whether information 
data has been written in the sector. 

7. A rewritable optical disk according to claim 6, 
wherein 

the written sector ?ag means consists of 1 bit, and 
the written sector ?ag zone has a writing capacity of 
more than N bits, N being the total number of 
sectors in the user recording area. 

8. A rewritable optical disk according to claim 7, 
wherein written sector flag means are written in the 
written sector ?ag zone using error correction. 

9. A rewritable optical disk according to claim 6, 
wherein 

the written sector flag means in the written sector 
?ag zone are written in a plurality of sectors, 

the written sector flag zone includes a no-good sector 
and a ?rst good sector following the no-good sec 
tor, and 

the written sector flag means not written in the no 
good sector are written in the ?rst good sector. 

10. In combination, the rewritable optical disk of 
claim 6 and an apparatus for writing and reading the 
optical disk, wherein the writing and reading apparatus 
comprises: 

a reading means for reading the written sector ?ag 
means in the ‘written sector ?ag zone, 

a write inhibiting means, receiving written sector ?ag 
data corresponding to the written sector ?ag means 
read by the reading means, for inhibiting writing 
information data in the sector in the user recording 
area corresponding to a written sector flag means 
that the written sector flag data indicates as having 
information data written in it, 

a writing means, responsive to the write inhibiting 
means, for writing information data in a sector in 
the user information area, the sector being a sector 
in which writing is not inhibited, and 

a flag setting means for setting a written sector ?ag 
means in the written sector ?ag zone, the written 
sector ?ag means corresponding to the sector in 
the user recording area in which the writing means 
has written information data. 
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